
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town...torrential rain and freezing cold…so much for Spring! 

As a typical Brit I love talking about the weather but the storms, wind and rain of the last few 
days…and likely to last a few more…means that the internet has more or less packed up, the 
windows are rattling and nobody much wants to go out. 

Taught a whole day programme in the best part of 2 hours twice this week.  Either I’m talking 
quicker or I’m leaving something out…but the clients seemed happy and that’s always a good 
starting point. 

On the brighter side I’ve bought a ticket for the Boks/Wallabies game in two weeks and 
hopefully we’ll see:  a) better weather and b) a referee who doesn’t ruin the game. 

I’ve taken a subscription to hidemyass.com.  It’s a VPN and using this it means that I can use 
the internet without people knowing I’m in South Africa.  It certainly works and I’ve already taken 
out a UK subscription to Netflix and I’m watching movies on my laptop. I can also get the BBC 
iplayer service. There are several VPN services and some of them are free but I found 
hidemyass easy to set up and the reviews from users seem positive.  It’s something I think most 
people would find useful. 

Talked to my website lady this week and we’re working on the second site: 
www.sdisouthafrica.com and doing improvements on negotationupdate.  Slow progress is being 
made. 

Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn 
and re-tweet. 
 
Have a good one  
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Here are some recommendations if you like music…from this year’s Proms at the Albert Hall..  Here’s the question 

first….would you rather sing like Joyce DiDonato:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZofobwEepg 

Or play the violin like Nigel Kennedy: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UEX-UMXCVWg and 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVTSl3Z__CM 

Or play the piano like Stephen Hough: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c33q87s03h4 

And lastly how about the best National Anthem we never had from 6’ 20” onwards: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQVEWW-MA50 

 

 

LIVINGSTON, Mont. (AP) — Police trying to figure out who egged and toilet-papered a house in a south-central 

Montana town cracked the case after finding a grocery bag and a receipt in the backyard. 

Livingston Police Chief Darren Raney said Tuesday that a resident reported his house had been targeted by 

vandals on Aug. 29. 

Investigating officers tracked the bag and receipt to a Livingston store, where video from a surveillance camera 

showed a group of teenage boys purchasing eggs and toilet paper. 

Raney tells the Livingston Enterprise the boys, ages 15 and 16, were referred to the juvenile probation officer. 
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Standard Bank 

For better or worse I’m a customer of Standard Bank in Cape Town. 
 
This week I tried to set up mobile banking but after failing to register the help desk tells me that I 
must go to my local branch to get my mobile phone registered. 
 
Much the same happened with the online banking...a visit to the branch. 
 
Customers value speed and convenience and if you can provide that for them then you’ll get the 
business.  Much as I understand the importance of security there’s really no need for me to pitch 
up in person to do something I can just as easily do online or via my mobile. 
 
I think it’s a big step forward to give your customers ease of purchase...hence my e-book on 
Amazon...but if you wrap it up in unnecessary bureaucracy then you’ve undone the good work. 
 
I’ll be at my branch tomorrow...unwillingly.  I didn’t need to do this to set up Paypal which is a 
wonderous tool for internet payments.  Standard Bank should do the same.  
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3rd party variables 

I enjoy a weekly chat with some folks about negotiation and this week we looked at the power of 
3rd party variables. 
 
These are elements of the deal that can create value but which essentially lie outside the scope 
of the negotiation.  It represents the seed of strategic business thinking. 
 
We were discussing aggregating volume and giving the current supplier more business and trying 
to generate more discount.  The barrier to the volume question was that several important people 
in the business were targeted to keep their stocks down…irrespective of the 3rd party costs. 
 
This means that by meeting their targets and keeping stock turns low they saved money but 
nowhere near as much money as they might get by way of extra volume discount and that’s 
without the supplier providing consignment stocking which would have solved the stock holding 
problems. 
 
Sometimes the solution…or the problem…lies outside the scope of the negotiation.  The 
successful negotiator understands this and brings it within the scope of the deal. 
 
Finance will often insist on 30 days terms…that’s their target…but they’re not part of the 
conversation about payment terms whereby cash on delivery wins the buyer much more discount 
than any finance department could ever gain by delaying payment and gaining interest. 
 
You’ll occasionally have to look outside the deal to look at opportunities that prevent the deal from 
being successful.  Your task is to fix this first and bring the variables fully into the deal. 
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